HOMMÉS was born from a skilled merge of visionary identities, with distinctive perspectives of design, art, fashion, and cultures. Our brand’s life motto is introducing an Haute Couture concept in the Interior Design industry.

In HOMMÉS we believe that a house must express the owner’s soul, as clothes express the personality of the person who dresses them. With the clear intention of introducing a nouveau Haute Couture Interiors concept, presenting spaces with bold and unique identities, we have focused ourselves on the deep study of different interior trends throughout the 20th and the 21st century, paying special attention to how they can fit contemporary spaces. With that purpose in mind, we craft our very own identity with precision, challenging the boundaries of the interior into the limit.
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From its natural look and textures to highly polished and colored versions, all our products are a tribute to craftsmanship, honoring the art of creating soulful pieces with handmade techniques.
ELECTRIC COLORS

Bring Home an energetic and vibrant feeling for the new Season. Daring electrics and metallics inspire the collection combined with neutral colors as greys and the classic black and white. A mindful approach to a modern lifestyle extension of new shades, color pallets, and vibes. From powerful Aquas driving until Sea Greens, to soft Terracottas and energizing Corals.

GIZE center table, ZADINE mirror, VOLARE II chaise longue, LUMINOUS floor lamp, MANU stool
GIZE center table, JUCCA chair, VOLARE II chaise longue
These exquisite products and color selection inspire for what ultimately matters: the experience of who breathes and lives in each space called Home.
KONGO armchair, MARTINEZ mirror, BOSSA center table, COCOON floor lamp,
FIFIH bench, KONGO armchair, NARCISSUS floor mirror
ASTRA suspension lamp, PALM mirror, TOWER dining table, JUCCA dining chair, COMBO rug
Drive your Home design experience to a level that stays for life.
Warm colors and organic elements join forces to present a comfortable and timeless living experience, including materials as wood, metals, including natural fibers details.
Elevating and honoring the craftsmanship by ultimate hand-crafted products, hand-woven materials, and polished golds.
The Interior collection presents elegant hints of autumn oranges, earthy tones, and fresh whites combined with a refined sand palette.
Jucca Dining Chair is a mid-century style dining chair. With sleek lines and bold proportions, this is the perfect option for a mid-century dining room.

This design provides comfort around the table during a party with your favorite guests.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in nubuck leather; Structure in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 61 cm | 24.0 in
Depth: 65 cm | 25.6 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
Seat Height: 48 cm | 18.9 in
**SCILLE CHAIR**

Scille Dining Chair is a luxury dining chair that features an asymmetric seat, composed of curvilinear panels that intersect each other.

An original and comfortable chair, ideal for a contemporary dining room project.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Legs Lacquered in Black in Gloss; Feet Metal Spheres in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 56 cm | 22,0 in
Depth: 56 cm | 22,0 in
Height: 80 cm | 31,5 in
Seat Height: 48 cm | 18,9 in
SAMIRA CHAIR

Samira Dining Chair is sophistication in the shape of an armchair. This exclusive upholstery piece works wonderfully around a statement dining table.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Legs and Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 48 cm | 18,9 in
Depth: 57 cm | 22,4 in
Height: 85 cm | 33,5 in
Seat Height: 45 cm | 17,7 in
JOANNE
CHAIR

Joanne Dining Chair is mid-century style dining chair. It will enhance any space, improving the home experience of its owner. This piece materializes a new concept of dining chairs.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in nubuck leather; Structure in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 73 cm | 28.7 in
Depth: 61 cm | 24.0 in
Height: 72 cm | 28.3 in
Seat Height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
ULTRA LUXURY LIVING AREA

It is not easy to choose the perfect furniture for a dining room. This space is the showcase of each home. It is where memorable dining memories are created, with an excellent dining set. From a marble wall to black and gold accents, this environment enhances all surrounding atmosphere and creates a luxurious and functional space, where everyone wants to stay. Ultra Luxury Dining Room highlights elegant lines, fine materials, and outstanding furniture that together join forces to introduce comfortable and timeless dining moment rituals.
KARMEN CHAIR

Karmen Dining Chair adds instant class and contemporary chic to the home. A truly stunning seat, the velvet palette works well alongside creamy marble tables.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Legs in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Depth: 54 cm | 21.3 in
Height: 72 cm | 28.3 in
Seat Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Pina Dining Chair is an art deco style dining chair whose shape provides the best comfort for guests. Perfect for modern dining room projects that aim for a classic-chic vibe.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet;
Structure in Wood;
Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 62 cm | 24.4 in
Depth: 59 cm | 23.2 in
Height: 82 cm | 32.3 in
Seat Height: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Slip the Nora Dining Chair into your dining decor and watch it transform your space into one oozing retro charm. The back shape adds an eye-catching element that brings even more intrigue to the design.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Legs in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 54 cm | 21.3 in
Depth: 60 cm | 23.6 in
Height: 85 cm | 33.5 in
Seat Height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
MANTIS CHAIR

Mantis Dining Chair is a luxurious dining chair expressed by a combination of unique materials, which make it the perfect option for a modern classic dining area.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 52 cm | 20.5 in
Depth: 59 cm | 23.2 in
Height: 84 cm | 33.1 in
Seat Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
DAVIS CHAIR

Davis Dining Chair exudes a quiet elegance and undeniably luxury energy. This is the perfect dining chair for a high-end dining room project.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Legs in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Height: 76 cm | 29.9 in
Seat Height: 46 cm | 18.1 in
The elegant Amelie swivel chair combines a smooth upholstered seat and graceful lines to provide comfort. A distinctive design piece full of personality and charisma, the ideal seating option for a modern home office.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather;
Legs in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 70 cm | 27.6 in
Depth: 70 cm | 27.6 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
Seat Height: 46 cm | 18.1 in
NEUTRAL STATEMENT
LIVING AREA

Cool dusty colors, black and pale woods, presents contemporary spaces that evoke a new minimalism effect. The prime hand-crafted pieces combine with minimalist decor objects, concedes to the furniture items a whole space dimension. Crisp lines and curved silhouettes provoke a beautiful game of shapes and materials, an energetic and discerning mindset—the tastes for trendy yet minimal design style.
**VONKLI**

**SOFA**

Vonkli Sofa is a modern sofa includes a side table, and a book storage back compartment. This design sofa will provide a classic-chic vibe to any living room project.

A timeless sofa that will completely fulfil your guest’s comfort needs and admiration in your modern living area.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Table Tops in Polished Rosa Levanto Marble; Table Base in Gold Polished Stainless Steel and Black Lacquer in Gloss.

Width: 417 cm | 164,2 in
Depth: 155 cm | 61,0 in
Height: 82,5 cm | 32,5 in
Seat Height: 44 cm | 17,3 in
ARABIA
LIVING AREA

Arabia Living Room is an extraordinary design set, luxurious and comfortable. Neutral colors, gold accents, the richness of the materials, and marble details on the furniture and wall presents an Arabia Living Room that evokes a new luxury effect.

The living room can be the most intimate place in a home. It should reflect not only the personality but also the soul and taste of those who live there.
LUNARYS sofa, SIZE center table, MAMMUTUS side table, TROYA cabinet, FLAKT mirror, BABAR table lamp, PIANO rug, CADIZ bench.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Bouclé; Legs Handpainted in Marble Effect in Gloss.

Width: 250 cm | 98.4 in
Depth: 110 cm | 43.3 in
Height: 90 cm | 35.4 in
Seat Height: 53 cm | 20.9 in
LUNARYS
SOFA

Lunarys Sofa is a contemporary style sofa that features a glamorous aesthetic look. It’s an outstanding sofa that amazes everyone with its powerful presence.

A stunning piece that disrupts commonly seen shapes, transitioning its admirers to another dimension.
MOA sofa, NIAGARA center tables, ALICE armchair
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Nabuk Leather;
Footer in Yellow Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Matte, and Camouflage Wood Leaf;
Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 280 cm | 110,2 in
Depth: 82 cm | 32,3 in
Height: 82 cm | 32,3 in
Seat Height: 44 cm | 17,3 in
KARA
S O F A

Kara Sofa is an art deco style sofa. This statement sofa promises to be the absolute protagonist of a living room project. Its art deco inspirations are reflected in its shapes, revealing an eclectic, luxurious style.
ROYAL GREEN
LIVING AREA

Royal Green Living Room is a remarkable design set, luxurious and mysterious, unexpected, but confident. The green hues evoke an immersive experience with the peaceful natural scenario that surrounds this modern living area. This connection is rediscovered through green details, textures, patterns. The unique Zadine Mirror is the centerpiece in this luxury interior. The wall mirror is placed alongside the mid-century modern Koro armchairs and elegant Luminous Suspension Lamp.
GIULIA
SOFA

Giulia Sofa is a mid-century style sofa. This luxury sofa promises to be the absolute protagonist of a living room project. Its mid-century modern inspirations are reflected in its shapes, revealing an eclectic and luxurious lifestyle.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Legs in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 320 cm | 126,0 in
Depth: 180 cm | 70,9 in
Height: 80 cm | 31,5 in
Seat Height: 43 cm | 16,9 in
Fred Sofa is an outstanding luxury sofa. It’s a mid-century modern sofa that promises to steal the show as part of an interior design project. This sofa is a must-have for design lovers.

It features a soft structure that oozes comfort and relaxation. It’s the perfect choice to lift the design of your mid-century modern living room.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in nabuk leather;
Legs upholstered in nabuk leather;
Metal details in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 250 cm | 98,4 in
Depth: 93 cm | 36,6 in
Height: 89 cm | 35,0 in
Seat Height: 47 cm | 18,5 in
Bold Rituals Living Room is an eccentric design set, colorful, and out of the box. The living room, one of the most important areas of the house, can be the most personal place. With statement pieces and strong patterns and colors, it is the perfect space for long evenings with friends or family. This design set is ideal for people who are not afraid to take risks, but at the same time, it is a comfortable and functional space, where the city life environment is represented.

KORO armchair, CLUEDO sofa, CRINA rug, LOS GORDOS II center table
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Table Tops in Walnut and Olive Ash Burl Wood Leaf Marquetry; Table Base in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 350 cm | 137.8 in
Depth: 152 cm | 59.8 in
Height: 71 cm | 28.0 in
Seat Height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
Cluedo Sofa is a memphis design style sofa. This rounded sofa and its round ottomans offer a modern-chic vibe to any modern living room design.

This piece provides a modern-chic vibe to your interior design.

This is a modular piece composed of a three-seater sofa, an innovative shaped side table, and round ottomans.
Gyvaté Serpentine Sofa is a three-part sectional sofa with an elegant curvy silhouette. With an iconic aesthetic, this contemporary design piece allows a customizable composition to be a feature in a high-end interior design project.

This curved sofa is the perfect place for entertaining as its incomparable shape enlivens your luxury living room.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in Polishes Brass.

Width: 420 cm | 47,2 in
Depth: 125 cm | 49,2 in
Height: 80 cm | 31,5 in
Seat Height: 44 cm | 17,3 in
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in Polishes Brass.

Width: 300 cm | 118.1 in
Depth: 300 cm | 118.1 in
Height: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Seat Height: 44 cm | 17.3 in
GYVATÉ
ROUND SOFA

Gyvaté Round Sofa is the ultimate design piece for a luxury hotel or a contemporary restaurant interior. A conversation-al sofá with a unique curvy silhouette allows a customizable composition ideal for high-end hospitality projects.

The Gyvate round sofá has the perfect shape for conversations to flow as its incomparable shape enlivens your luxury living room.
GYVATÉ
MODULAR SOFA

Gyvaté Modular Sofa is a sectional sofa with an elegant curvy silhouette. With an iconic aesthetic, this contemporary design piece allows a customizable composition to be a feature in a high-end interior design project.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in Polishes Brass.

Width: 300 cm | 118,1 in
Depth: 130 cm | 51,2 in
Height: 80 cm | 31,5 in
Seat Height: 44 cm | 17,3 in
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 226 cm | 89.0 in
Depth: 83 cm | 32.7 in
Height: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Seat Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
AJUI
S O F A

Ajui Sofa is a modern rounded sofa that combines an artsy interpretation of a cactus shape with the comfort expected from a luxury sofa. The perfect choice for a modern living room design or for a special retail project.
MOA SOFA

Moa Sofa is a pure-lines’ design. Its base and seat express a solemn geometry that reflects a modern identity in any contemporary interior design project.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Legs Lacquered in Black in Gloss, Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 240 cm | 94.5 in
Depth: 78 cm | 30.7 in
Height: 76 cm | 29.9 in
Seat Height: 42 cm | 16.5 in
VOLARE II
CHAISE LONGUE

Volare Chaise Longue is a luxury daybed. It features an ergonomic shape and exquisite details. It will provide the accent piece to a modern master bedroom or luxurious living room project.
MATERIALS: Structure and Legs in Wood in Gloss; Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Upholstered in Leather.

Width: 190 cm | 74.8 in
Depth: 90 cm | 35.4 in
Height: 70 cm | 27.6 in
Volare Chaise Longue is a luxury daybed. It features an ergonomic shape and exquisite details. It will provide the accent piece to a modern master bedroom or luxurious living room project.
MATERIALS: Structure and Legs in Wood in Gloss; Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Upholstered in Leather.

Width: 190 cm | 74.8 in
Depth: 90 cm | 35.4 in
Height: 70 cm | 27.6 in
JAGGER
CHAISE LONGUE

Jagger Chaise Longue is a luxury chaise longue that aims to relax body and mind and to break routines, ideal for contemporary garden designs.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Nabuk Leather;
Back in Gold Hammered Stainless Steel;
Legs in Polished Negro Marquina.

Width: 110 cm | 43.3 in
Depth: 190 cm | 74.8 in
Height: 74 cm | 29.1 in
Seat Height: 43 cm | 16.9 in
Daring curves and stunning silhouettes were combined to elevate your comfort and offer your Home the desirable unique style. It is a calming feel and an invitation to provide your living room a full new style attitude with charisma. A modern design style with softening sharp edges and sleek lines products to make Home more comfortable than ever.
ATOME suspension lamp, COCOON wall lamps, NAMIBIA console, AJUI sofa, BOSSA center table, 3 MARIAS side tables, ONON bench, PANORAMA rug
Max Armchair is a mid-century style armchair. This armchair brings details from the old days to contemporary design. Its shape and exquisite materials make it an outstanding accent armchair.
MATERIALS: Seating Upholstered in Velvet, Back Upholstered in Fur; Legs in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 78 cm | 30.7 in
Depth: 72 cm | 28.3 in
Height: 75 cm | 29.5 in
Seat Height: 43 cm | 16.9 in
ALICE

ARMCHAIR

Alice Armchair is a luxury armchair composed of exquisite materials. This eclectic armchair is perfect for a contemporary interior design project. It features the most comfortable materials that anyone can ask for in an armchair. This is a piece whose design incorporates influences from the past.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in bouclé; base lacquered in gloss; footer and metal details in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 100 cm | 39.4 in
Depth: 72 cm | 28.3 in
Height: 77 cm | 30.3 in
Seat Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
AJUI I
SWIVEL ARMCHAIR

Ajui Armchair is a luxury armchair that features an artsy interpretation of a cactus and a swivel base. This accent armchair is a conceptual piece and the perfect choice for a modern living area.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in velvet; Footer in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 92 cm | 36.2 in
Depth: 75 cm | 29.5 in
Height: 78 cm | 30.7 in
Seat height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
ASTRA suspension lamp, CLOUD bench, CLOUD sofa, KORO armchair, ORGUE floor lamp, ODONTO center table, TAVLE side table
COLOR TOUCH
LIVING AREA

Living rooms can be the most intimate place in a house. Commit yourself to wisely blend vibrant colors with a neutral pallet to connect your space with your emotions closely.
Koro Armchair is a mid-century modern armchair, whose refined fabrics and shape enhance the real sense of comfort. Perfect for any contemporary interior design project.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in velvet; Metal structure in polished stainless steel.

Width: 75 cm | 29.5 in
Depth: 90 cm | 35.4 in
Height: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Seat Height: 42 cm | 16.5 in
AJUI II

SWIVEL ARMCHAIR

Ajui Armchair II is a conceptual piece. It’s an accent chair that combines an artsy interpretation of a cactus with the comfort expected from a luxury armchair. This armchair is the perfect choice for a modern living area project.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in velvet; Footer in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 90 cm | 35.4 in
Depth: 77 cm | 30.3 in
Height: 85 cm | 33.5 in
Seat height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
KONGO ARMCHAIR

Kongo Armchair is a mid-century modern armchair. It’s an accent armchair, designed to add elegance to a modern living room design project. Its prime silhouette will add the perfect touch of elegance to any living room.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 84 cm | 33.1 in
Depth: 82 cm | 32.3 in
Height: 77 cm | 30.3 in
Seat Height: 42 cm | 16.7 in
GYVATÉ
ARMCHAIR

Gyvaté Armchair is an exquisite design piece for high-end interior design projects. The armchair allows a customizable composition; it can be paired with another to make a modular sofa. A Contemporary armchair designed to add elegance to a modern living room design.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in Polishes Brass.

Width: 65 cm | 25.6 in
Depth: 85 cm | 33.5 in
Height: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Seat Height: 44 cm | 17.3 in
Cluedo Armchair is a Memphis design style chair. A rounded armchair that offers comfort, and a modern-chic vibe to any modern living room design. This piece provides a modern-chic vibe to your project design.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in velvet; Footer in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 100 cm | 39.4 in
Depth: 105 cm | 41.3 in
Height: 78 cm | 30.7 in
Seat Height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
Moa Armchair is a modern sofa composed by exquisite materials. Ideal for any contemporary interior design project, its base and seat express a solemn geometry that reveals the modern identity of the space.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet;  
Legs Lacquered in Black in Gloss, Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 52 cm | 20.5 in  
Depth: 59 cm | 23.2 in  
Height: 84 cm | 33.1 in  
Seat Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
ARCANA
BENCH

Arcana Bench is an Art Deco bench. This is a luxury bench that will steal the show in any modern living room project. This piece adds value to any seating area, presenting a quilted appearance.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather; Base in Black Brushed Anodized Stainless Steel;

Width: 180 cm | 70.9 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
CADIZ BENCH

Cadiz Bench combines daring shapes with extreme attention to comfort. A memphis style inspired bench, ideal for any modern seating area.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in walnut wood leaf in gloss

Width: 180 cm | 70.9 in
Depth: 63 cm | 24.8 in
Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in walnut wood leaf in gloss
FOREST SHELTER

ENTRYWAY

Forest evokes dark and bright, bold and sleek, invites to make home a detailed landscape that we want to stand all day. Modern, contemporary, mid-century, or with an ArtDeco touch, Forest Shelter is your landscape; make it unique with the curated collection of furniture & lighting...

Your home is your shelter, the cover where you start and end every day.
JAGGER chaise longue, CADIZ bench, CADIZ stool, NICO floor lamp, NICO table lamp
“Forest Shelter is your landscape: make it unique with the curated collection of furniture & lighting...”
ZEUS BENCH

Zeus Bench is a modern bench design, perfect for a modern hotel lobby or for a presidential suite.

MATERIALS: Arms Upholstered in Velvet, Seating Upholstered in Leather; Metal Structure in Black Anodized Stainless Steel; Legs in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 180 cm | 70.9 in
Depth: 60 cm | 23.6 in
Height: 67 cm | 26.4 in
Seat Height: 46 cm | 18.1 in
ONON
BENCH

Onon Bench is a modern bench designed for contemporary living areas, that will enhance its owner’s home experience. It was designed to provoke strong emotions.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather; Legs in Tulip Wood in Gloss.

Width: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 43 cm | 16.9 in
FIFIH BENCH

Fifih Bench is the perfect luxury bench for a minimalist yet modern interior architecture project. Elements from the past mixed with a futuristic vision.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Base Lacquered in Black in Matt

Width: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Depth: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
MAAK
Bench

Maak Bench is gorgeously glamorous, and it is perfect for adding the spaces an elegant extravagance. A sculptural gold base combined with a comfortable seating area will be your guests’ favorite spot, giving an elegant edge to your entrance hall project.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in velvet; Wood base in gloss finish Legs in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 170 cm | 66.9 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 46.5 cm | 18.3 in
MOA BENCH

Moa Bench is an accent bench. Its base and seat express a solemn geometry that accent a modern identity in any contemporary interior design project.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Legs Lacquered in Black Wenge Matte, Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 175 cm | 68.9 in
Depth: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
CADIZ
STOOL

Cadiz Stool is a memphis design style stool, which combines daring shapes with comfort.

An essential stool for any seating area or modern hotel lobby project.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Velvet; Footer in walnut wood leaf in gloss

Width: 65 cm | 25.6 in
Depth: 63 cm | 24.8 in
Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
EROS STOOL

EROS stool is a modern design with a vintage legacy. The curved seating benefits the comfort and style of your interior projects.

Perfect for master bedrooms or to be placed next to the sofa.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather;
Base in Black Brushed Anodized Stainless Steel;
Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 60 cm | 23.6 in
Depth: 40 cm | 15.7 in
Height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
LUNARYS
STOOL

Lunarys Stool is an elegant stool, ideal for any modern interior design project. A modern stool design made to enhance its owner’s home experience. It is the result of a supreme and provocative design, perfect for a modern interior design project.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Fur; Legs Lacquered in Black in Gloss; Legs Spheres in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 42 cm | 16,5 in
Depth: 42 cm | 16,5 in
Height: 48 cm | 18,9 in
ITALIC STOOL

Italic stool has a natured-inspired design that combines comfort and style. A contemporary seat with an eye-catching pattern, it’s a must-have item in any modern living area. Each stool can be paired with another to join a sequence to make a bench of any length.

MATERIALS: Cushion In Nabuk; Base In Yellow Zebra Wood Leaf; Metal Detail In Gold Polished Stainless Steel.
Width: 46 cm | 16.1 in
Depth: 35 cm | 13.8 in
Height: 49 cm | 18.3 in
NAIROBY
STOOL SET

NAIROBY stools set (set of 4) are the perfect complementary piece. Ideal for taking place in main living areas, lounges, bars, and restaurants. The four-seat item is made of a gold lacquered wood in the structure. NAIROBY stool design praises the combination of bold and sharp lines, perfect for a comfortable and mobile seat around the house.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather; Base in Gold Lacquered Wood in Gloss.

Small: Depth: 62 cm | 24.4 in  Height: 46 cm | 18.1 in
Medium: Depth: 85 cm | 33.4 in  Height: H 46 cm | 18.1 in
Large: Depth: 107 cm | 42.1 in  Height: H 46 cm | 18.1 in
XL: Depth: 130 cm | 51.1 in Height: H 46 cm | 18.1 in
BAMBI
STOOL SET

Bambi stools set is the perfect complementary piece for any home interior. The three-seat item is made of lacquered wood legs with gold stainless steel details. A modern stool set that merges elegance and functionality. These stools set are perfect to display around the main living areas as your seating room or your dressing room.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Suede;
Legs in Wood with Gloss Finishing;
Cushion Details Gold Polished Stainless Steel and Fringes;
Feet Covers and Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Small – Width: 55 cm | 21.7 in  Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in  Height: 27 cm | 10.6 in
Medium – Width: 65 cm | 25.6 in  Depth: 65 cm | 25.6 in  Height: 42 cm | 16.5 in
Large – Width: 70 cm | 27.6 in  Depth: 70 cm | 27.6 in  Height: 50 cm | 19.7 in
MANU
STOOL

Refined and regal, the Manu Stool is a handmade lavish leather-upholstered piece. A base of mesmerizing metalwork finished in glorious gold, makes it the perfect choice to adorn a living area.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather; Base in Gold Brushed Stainless Steel.

Width: 48 cm | 18,9 in
Depth: 48 cm | 18,9 in
Height: 46 cm | 18,1 in
Enliven any interior with the beautifully bold Bombom Stool. Adding a focal feature to any interior space, the stool would work wonderfully in the luxe lounge or could also perhaps lend itself to boutique bedroom environments.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Nabuk Leather; Base Hand-painted in Irregular Lacquered Wood

Width: 40 cm | 15.7 in
Depth: 40 cm | 15.7 in
Height: 42 cm | 16.5 in
MOROCCO

POUF

Morocco Pouf is the wake-up call to the Moroccan style, where different details mutate into a unique piece. A luxury decor piece made for oriental style interiors. This pouf set provides a modern mysticism feel to any space.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather.

Small
Width: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Depth: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Height: 36 cm | 14.2 in

Large
Width: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 40 cm | 15.7 in
CUBIC STOOL

Cubic Stool plays with design and geometry. It is a concave, cubic shaped stool whose unique patterned surface, make it a must-have item. The perfect luxury stool for a modern home design.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather; Nails in Glossy Stainless Steel.

Width: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 45 cm | 17.7 in
BAM BAM
POUF BALLS

Bam Bam Pouf Balls are luxury poufs. Its materials and shapes give it a refined product look. Bam Bam Balls are designed to enhance your modern indoor decor and provide happy times to friends. The perfect luxury stool for a modern home design.

MATERIALS: Upholstered in suede; Base Black Lacquered in gloss.

Small
Width: 40 cm | 15.7 in
Depth: 40 cm | 15.7 in
Height: 40 cm | 15.7 in

Large
Width: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Depth: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Height: 50 cm | 19.7 in
/ DINING TABLES
/ CENTER TABLES
/ SIDE TABLES
/ CONSOLES
SAHARA DINING TABLE

Tower Dining Table adds glamour to your gastronomical gatherings. Perfectly proportioned and shaped explicitly for social settings, it’s the best modern choice for your luxury dining room project.

MATERIALS: Top Gold Leaf High Gloss Finish; Base Lacquered in Black in Gloss Finishing.

Width: 225 cm | 88,6 in
Depth: 165 cm | 65,0 in
Height: 76 cm | 29,9 in
BILLIE DINING TABLE

Billie Dining Table owns a striking attitude and sculptural shapes.

Created in daring materials this luxury dining table promises to steal the show of any high-end interior design project.
MATERIALS: Top in polished red colarito marble, tubes in gold polished stainless steel; Legs in red colarito marble, estremoz marble and yellow negrais marble in polished, rings in brass casting.

Width: 320 cm | 126 in
Depth: 110 cm | 43.3 in
Height: 76 cm | 29.9 in
Tower Dining Table adds glamour to your gastronomical gatherings. Perfectly proportioned and specifically shaped for sociable settings, it’s the best modern choice for your luxury dining room project.
MATERIALS: Body in Polished Negro Marquina Marble.

Width: 240 cm | 94.5 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 76 cm | 29.9 in
FUSCHIA DINING TABLE

Fuschia Dining Table is a revivalism of Memphis style’s charm and charisma. A dining table with an accent design personality that will make your high-end dining room project a unique one.
MATERIALS: Top in White Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Matte, Brushed Gold Stainless Steel and Lacquered in Gloss; Base Lacquered in Gloss and Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 280 cm | 110.2 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 77.5 cm | 30.5 in
PRYMO
DINING TABLE

With expertly imagined styles ranging from ultra-modern to captivatingly classic, Prymo Dining Table is a perfect choice. Create an effortless elegant dining room area.

MATERIALS: Top in Polished Nero Portoro Marble; Base in Gold Polished Stainless Steel and Polished Nero Portoro Marble.

Width: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Depth: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Height: 76 cm | 29.9 in
The dining rooms are one of the most desirable spaces at home. It is a showcase of every house because it is the center of meetings with family and friends. Neo-Renaissance Dining Room embodies glamour and elegance, together with refined wood, magnificent marbles, and eclectic decoration. This contemporary design offers an elegant and luxury dining room. With a Portuguese floor, mixed patterns, an Asian touch, and European details, it transports us to another point in the world.
MIRÓ DINING TABLE

Miro Dining Table is a dining room project must-have. A designer dining table that brings together harmonious shapes and materials in a modern style.
MATERIALS: Top in zebra wood leaf in gloss, metal rim in polished black stainless steel; Base in polished black stainless steel

Width: 275 cm | 108.3 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 76 cm | 29.9 in
Memorable dining memories with excellent dining set designs. Dining rooms are one of your home’s desirable spaces, provide it a modern and relaxed look, evoking a gratification feel of living. Polished stones, pops of colors, incandescent lights, eye-catching decors enhance all surrounding atmosphere in a dining moment that stays forever.
LUMINOUS suspension lamp, MULLER dining table,
MULLER
DINING TABLE

Muller Dining Table breathes modernity. It’s elegance with a twist of fun.

A signature dining table will always enhance any space, emphasizing the style of your modern dining room.
MATERIALS: Top in Polished Red Levanto Marble and Metal Rim in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Base Lacquered in Matt and Metal Detail in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 190 cm | 74.8 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 76 cm | 29.9 in
METIS
PEDESTAL TABLE

Metis Pedestal Table is the perfect piece for a luxury hall. This table expresses a new way of seeing furniture items honouring the inspiring classic sculptures. The attention to detail can be observed at each angle of the piece.

MATERIALS: Top in White Bird Eye Wood Leaf Marquetry in Matte; Base Lacquered in Black in Matt Finishing.

Width: 140 cm | 55.1 in  
Depth: 140 cm | 55.1 in  
Height: 100 cm | 39.4 in
HAUTE COUTURE INTERIORS

KENYA center table, MOA armchairs, COCOON floor lamp.
BRUTALIST HOME
LIVING AREA

A poetic design statement with a Brutalist aesthetic presents raw materials, textured surfaces, simple silhouettes, and geometric shapes.

This Brutalist interior space adds a vibrant effect and attitude to any modern interior design project.
KENYA CENTER TABLE

Kenya Center Table is a conceptual furniture piece. The right coffee table for any design collector who appreciates a handmade process full for uniqueness.

MATERIALS: Top black natural iron; Legs in hammered aged brass.

Width: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Depth: 62 cm | 24.4 in
Height: 40 cm | 15.7 in
LUNARYS CENTER TABLE

LUNARYS center table is an outstanding piece that seems to come directly from space to contemporary living rooms.

MATERIALS: Body in Travertine Stone with Natural Pores.

Width: 140 cm | 55.11 in
Depth: 90 cm | 35.43 in
Height: 35 cm | 13.77 in
LUNARYS center table
MINEL suspension lamp, LOS GORDOS center table, GIVATÉ serpentine sofa.
THE NEW CLASSIC LIVING AREA

The new classic living area is an inspiration of luxury that’s distinctly modern with a timeless charisma. This living room design is a voyage into luxury with uncompromised comfort. Every design piece, every element, every detail is part of this harmonious composition, like a renaissance painting. The Gyvaté Sofa, with its curvy and sensuous silhouette, is the perfect place for entertaining; combined with the radiant Minelli Chandelier, this design match will enliven any luxury living room.
Los Gordos Center Table Set is a rock star piece of the Hommés Studio collection. Featuring a bulky anthropomorphic face with dual functionality, this coffee table set was conceived not only to enhance outdoor spaces but also to adorn the interiors.
MATERIALS: Ceramic handpainted in gloss finishing

Width: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Height: 51 cm | 20.1 in
Klimt Side Table is the perfect choice for a nature-inspired luxury interior design project. An ancient Indian technique named bone inlay was used to craft this side table. This technique involves embedding delicate, hand-carved pieces of bone into the surface of an object.
MATERIALS: Top in hand fractured glass, base in black ceramic in gloss finishing

Width: 180 cm | 70.8 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Height: 51 cm | 20.1 in
KILMO
CENTER TABLE

Kilmo Center Table is part of our luxury collection of tables. Presenting an elegant and functional look, this marble center table is a great choice for a high-end residential project.

MATERIALS: Top in Polished Green Laponia Marble; Base in Polished Estremoz Marble.

Width: 100 cm | 39.4 in
Depth: 70 cm | 27.6 in
Height: 40 cm | 15.7 in
UTAH CENTER TABLE

Utah Center Table owns a contemporary vibe. An unusual center table inspired by the peculiar shapes of the Moab pools in the Utah Desert. This nature-inspired coffee table was designed to be the ultimate item of an outstanding.

MATERIALS: Structure in polished estremoz marble;
Top in lavrador granite, rosa aurora marble, arcano granite, marinace granite and creme pardais marble, in polished finishing.

Width: 140 cm | 55,1 in
Depth: 67 cm | 26,4 in
Height: 31 cm | 12,2 in
KONGO armchair, BOM BOM stool, PIANO rug,
ARCADIA center table, LUMINOUS floor lamp
MID. CENTURY LIVING AREA

The mid-century modern style features innovative clean lines combined with organic curves, a passion for different materials and shapes. From marble stones to genuine eco-leathers, a contemporary aesthetic vibe characterized by angular structures and brilliant shades. A collection of timeless design products conceived to drive your living room project into a mid-century modern journey.
ARCADIA
CENTER TABLES

Arcadia Center Table is a Mid-Century influences blend. A four-layer center table with a 50s vibe perfect to stylish a modern interior design project. Due to its tops’ different heights, this coffee table can serve different purposes, such as showcasing coffee table books, statement pottery or luxury scented candles.

MATERIALS: One table top in white bird eye and black bird eye wood marquetry in gloss; One top in black glass; One top in black leather; One top in black bird eye; Rings in gold polished stainless steel; Legs lacquered in black in glass, feet covers in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 140 cm | 55,1 in
Depth: 140 cm | 55,1 in
Height: 48 cm | 18,9 in
BOOM OF BAUHAUS

Bauhaus inspires this style’s extension into a modern striking contrast of colors like the black and white, transporting the room into a classic effect.

Following monochromatic pallets, the influence comes in primary tones—blues, yellows, and pops of reds such as Wassily Kandinsky’s art shows.
BABAR floor lamp, DING center tables, MOA sofa
DING CENTER TABLE

Ding Center Table is the perfect set for a luxury living area. A mix of stones that compose a unique center table set for a luxury villa project.

MATERIALS:
Small:
Top in polished roma imperiale marble and black lacquered in gloss;
Base cylinder in black polished stainless steel;
Legs in gold polished stainless steel.
Large:
Top in polished arcano granite and black lacquered in gloss;
Base in black polished stainless steel, polished carrara marble and gold polished stainless steel.

Small
Width: 80 cm | 31,5 in
Depth: 80 cm | 31,5 in
Height: 30 cm | 11,8 in

Large
Width: 120 cm | 47,2 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47,2 in
Height: 40 cm | 15,7 in
MAMMUTHUS
CENTER TABLE

Mammuthus is a round center table that features a polished black marble resulting in an eye-catching design style. A remarkable statement of design and style in this contemporary center table perfect to be placed in any modern living room. This masterfully handcrafted piece boasts a unique design and marble horn feet.

MATERIALS: Top in black oak wood leaf in gloss; Rim and legs in polished brass.

Width: 70 cm | 27.6 in
Depth: 70 cm | 27.6 in
Height: 42 cm | 16.6 in
ODONTO CENTER TABLE

Odonto Center Table was designed as an outdoor center table. It was created in an attempt to re-interpret the hexagonal shapes seen in the Islamic Culture mixed with a funny Memphis design extra. This elegant outdoor center table is a great choice for a contemporary luxury garden design. Also suitable for indoor usage.

MATERIALS: Top in Polished Panda White Marble; Legs in Polished Negro Marquina Marble.

Width: 140 cm | 55.1 in
Depth: 127 cm | 50.0 in
Height: 35 cm | 13.8 in
GIZÉ
CENTER TABLE

Gize Center Table ensures angular attraction. A statement addition in any abode, the table is suited to sleek spaces such as the opulent office or pristine penthouse, working well in corporate settings too.

MATERIALS: Top in Black Glass; Base in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Depth: 90 cm | 35.4 in
Height: 35 cm | 13.8 in
BOSSA
CENTER TABLE

Bossa Center Table is a hymn to the simplicity of 70s furniture items. The decade where lines were rigorous and sophisticated finishes took center stage in interior design projects.

MATERIALS: Top in brushed brass
Base lacquered in black in gloss finishing.

Width: 150 cm | 59,1 in
Depth: 100 cm | 39,4 in
Height: 39 cm | 15,4 in
DONG CENTER TABLES

Dong Center Table is the perfect setting for a luxury living area. A mix of stones that compose a unique coffee table set for a luxury villa project.

Small
Width: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Depth: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Height: 30 cm | 11.8 in

Large
Width: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 40 cm | 15.7 in
MATERIALS:
Small:
Top in red travertino; Base in gold polished stainless steel.

Large:
Top in travertino; Base in gold polished stainless steel and red travertino.

Width: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Depth: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Height: 30 cm | 11.8 in

Width: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 40 cm | 15.7 in
PICASSO CENTER TABLE

Picasso Center Table celebrates with handcraft expertise the 20th-century art movement, Cubism. And also his leader Pablo Picasso. Rough and natural materials approach us with a very precise message: modest luxury.

MATERIALS: Body in White Bird Eye and Black Bird Eye Wood Leaf Marquetry.

Width: 100 cm | 39,4 in
Depth: 100 cm | 39,4 in
Height: 45 cm | 17,7 in
ZINGZU CENTER TABLE

Zingzu Center Table brings an urban edge to interior indulgence. A functional yet beautiful and luxury coffee table that will upgrade your living area project.

MATERIALS: Structure in Black Lacquered Wood in Gloss; Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Top and Shelf in Smoked Glass.

Width: 126 cm | 49.6 in
Depth: 126 cm | 49.6 in
Height: 40 cm | 15.7 in
Yves Side Table is a design masterpiece. A unique cubic-shaped coffee table that is the perfect choice for a modern penthouse project. An ancient Indian technique named bone inlay was used to assemble it.
MATERIALS: Body in white oak wood leaf in gloss, details in blue stained oak in gloss.

Width: 60 cm | 23,6 in
Depth: 60 cm | 23,6 in
Height: 45 cm | 17,7 in
BILLIE
SIDE TABLE

Billie Side Table owns a striking attitude and sculptural shapes. Created in daring materials this luxury side table promises to steal the show of any high-end interior design project.

MATERIALS: Top in polished red colarito marble, tubes in gold polished stainless steel; Legs in red colarito marble, estremoz marble and yellow negrais marble in polished, rings in brass casting.

Width: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 53 cm | 20.9 in
TAVLE
SIDE TABLE

Tavle Side Table is a contemporary design. This unusual side table combines harmonious shapes and materials. A great choice for a modern living room or for an artistic master bedroom project.

MATERIALS: Top in Polished Gold Stainless Steel; Body in Tulip Wood in Gloss; Base in Polished Carrara Marble.

Width: 54 cm | 21.3 in
Depth: 49 cm | 19.3 in
Height: 61 cm | 24.0 in
ATLAS SIDE TABLE

Atlas Side Table is an astonishing design piece. A marble side table that got its inspiration in the surrealist movement. An artsy side table for a luxury interior design project.

MATERIALS: Body in Polished Green Lapponia Marble.

Width: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Klimt Center Table is the perfect choice for a nature-inspired luxury interior design project. Made with the marquetry technique, it can be customized to meet your style and favorite colors of wood.
MATERIALS: Body in Wood With Marquetry.

Width: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Height: 51 cm | 20.1 in
LOCCO
SIDE TABLE

Locco Side Table presents an exquisite mix of stones. An artsy side table that is the right choice for a contemporary room design project.

MATERIALS: Top in polished estremoz marble, middle in black wengué in gloss and bottom in polished estremoz marble;
Structure in gold polished stainless steel;
Feets in black wengué in gloss.

Width: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Depth: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Height: 55 cm | 21.7 in
3 MARIAS SIDE TABLES

3 Marias Side Tables Set reflects the meaning of discreet luxury. This side table set plays with a rigorously calculated height difference to help you achieve a simple yet elegant living area design concept.

MATERIALS:
Large:
Top in Clear Glass;
Base in Black Lacquer in Gloss, White Lacquer in Gloss and Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Medium:
Top in Bronze Glass;
Base in Black Lacquer in Gloss and Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Small:
Top in Green Glass;
Base in Black Lacquer in Gloss and Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>50 cm</td>
<td>19,7 in</td>
<td>60 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>48 cm</td>
<td>18,9 in</td>
<td>50 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>42 cm</td>
<td>16,5 in</td>
<td>40 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Niagara Side Tables features a geometric design shape. Inspired by the Memphis movement vibe, it incorporates a selection of different types of marbles.

This piece is the perfect choice for a luxury office or living room.

**MATERIALS:**
*Small:* Top in Polished Red Levanto Marble; Base in Polished Rosa Portogallo Marble, Red Levanto Marble and Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

*Large:* Top in polished noir saint laurent marble; Base in polished rosa portogallo marble, polished noir saint laurent marble and gold polished stainless steel.

**Small**
- Width: 60 cm | 23,6 in
- Depth: 60 cm | 23,6 in
- Height: 40 cm | 15,7 in

**Large**
- Width: 60 cm | 23,6 in
- Depth: 60 cm | 23,6 in
- Height: 50 cm | 19,7 in
LUSH mirror, COCOON wall lamps, QUANTIC console
Oniric vibes are a combination of different cultures, extending an eclectic and modern design style. Oniric evokes dream products capable of elevating your design room by its beautiful selected colors, a harmony of forms, a love for shapes that follows functions.
QUANTIC
CONSOLE

Quantic Console Table is an enigmatic piece. A futuristic console table that defies the laws of physics and impresses with its aesthetic balance. A marble furniture piece that suits a luxury entry hall project perfectly

MATERIALS: Top in Polished Panda Marble; Spheres in Polished Carrara and Negro Marquina Marble; Legs in Classic Travertine Stone and Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 150 cm | 59.1 in
Depth: 42 cm | 16.5 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
Billie Console owns a striking attitude and sculptural shapes. Created in daring materials this luxury console promises to steal the show of any high-end interior design project. A marble furniture piece that suits perfectly a modern entry hall.
MATERIALS: Top in polished guatemala green marble; Legs in guatemala green, estremoz and negro marquina marble in polished finishing, rings in cast brass.

Width: 150 cm | 59.1 in
Depth: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
NAMÍBIA
CONSOLE

Namibia Console Table is a conceptual furniture piece.

A wood console table that will provide the right level of luxury and elegance to an entrance hall project.

MATERIALS: Wood Structure; Gold leaf in gloss finishing;

Width: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
CHARLOT CONSOLE

Charlot Console Table is a tribute to the art deco furniture design style.

With multiple customization options, this luxury entrance console table is a great choice for a high-end penthouse project.

MATERIALS: Top in Polished Estremoz Marble; Marquetry in White Bird Eye, Black Bird Eye and Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Legs in Polished Estremoz Marble and Polished Negro Marquina Marble; Handles in Gold Polished Stainless Steel, and Textured Glass; Interiors Lacquered in Black in Gloss Finishing.

Width: 180 cm | 70.9 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
Annali Console Table is the perfect drawers-console for an Art Deco hallway. An amazing luxury console that suits both Residential and Hospitality projects.

Width: 140 cm | 55,1 in
Depth: 40 cm | 15,7 in
Height: 85 cm | 33,5 in
CLEINE
CONSOLÉ

Cleine Console Table embodies the meaning of “art for interiors”. It’s a luxury furniture piece that was specially developed for art and design lovers. The console’s cubic shapes defy physics laws and provide a staggering identity to any hallway project.
MATERIALS: Top in hand fractured glass; Base in bushed brass.

Width: 150 cm | 59,1 in
Depth: 48 cm | 18,9 in
Height: 87 cm | 34,3 in
CADIZ CONSOLE

Cadiz Console Table is a reflection of a modern space’s identity. A handmade conceptual living room console for an exclusive villa’s project.

MATERIALS: Top in Tulip Wood in Gloss; Legs in Tulip Wood With Black Stain in Matte and Metal Tube in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Depth: 40 cm | 15.7 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
OCTO
CONSOLE

Octo Console Table is an accent furniture piece. A customizable console table for a designed to impress luxury hallway project.

MATERIALS: Top in Negro Marquina Marble; Wood Structure; Lacquered in Gradient Gloss Finishing.

Width: 154 cm | 60,6 in
Depth: 35 cm | 13,8 in
Height: 90 cm | 35,4 in
Plume Console Table is an Art Deco design piece with a HOMMÉS Studio modern twist.

Thanks to its finishes and shape combo, this piece adds a timeless value to any interior design project.

**MATERIALS:**
- Top in Polished Marinace Granite;
- Base in Black Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss.

- **Width:** 180 cm | 70.9 in
- **Depth:** 40 cm | 15.7 in
- **Height:** 95 cm | 37.4 in
RAPLEE

CONSOLE

Raplee Console Table is an Art Deco-inspired modern piece. Besides being inspired by this 20s design style, the unique entryway furniture piece has also another source of inspiration: the Raplee Ridge in Utah. It mixes a luxury variety of woods and it’s perfect for a hotel entrance project.

MATERIALS: Top in Black Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss; Top Rings in Gold Brushed Stainless Steel; Base in Black Bird Eye Wood Leaf, White Bird Eye Wood Leaf and Natural Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss.

Width: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
Offices time must be creative, comfortable, and most important, it must reflect your style identity. With an extra dose of gold, eco-leather fabrics, large and colorful paintings, oversized windows, and comfortable seating will provoke an oniric effect to your work time. Luxury and glamorous elements to make your modern office design a welcome place to be yourself.

GUFFY bookcase, ORGUE table lamp, 44 office desk, AMELIE office chair, MAAK bench
44 Office Desk fuses elements of surrealism vibes with an art deco style. The luxury desk is the ultimate edition for director offices of sophisticated chic.
MATERIALS: Top in White Oak Leaf, Exterior and Interior Drawers in Gloss Walnut Leaf; Panel in Gloss White Oak Leaf; Structure and Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 250 cm | 98.4 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 80 cm | 31.5 in
QUEENA
OFFICE DESK

Queena Desk promises to be the next statement design for an office project. Offices need to keep a serious language, but that doesn’t mean they need to be boring.

Take your office design to another level with this marble and gold metal details desk.

MATERIALS: Top and Body in Estremoz Marble; Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 115 cm | 45,3 in
Depth: 61,5 cm | 24,2 in
Height: 76 cm | 29,9 in
COCOON
SUSPENSION LAMP

The shapes of Art Deco jewels inspired cocoon Lamps. It was designed to bring elegance and character to any living area. A series of luxury lamps for a high-end interior design project.

MATERIALS:
Structure in gold polished stainless steel;
Amber colored glass; Globes in white glass.
Bulbs 8 x E27 max 60w

Width: 110 cm | 43.3 in
Depth: 110 cm | 43.3 in
Height: 180 cm | 70.9 in

*Due to the handmade production of blown glass, some air bubbles may appear.
Mystic Suspension Lamp features a unique selection of lampshades with different shapes.

This bold design is the result of a creative explosion of ideas and design inspirations. This is the perfect suspension lamp for a contemporary living area.

MATERIALS: Structure in Gold Stainless Steel in Gold Polished Finishing; Decorative Colored Glass and Lacquered Wood Motifs.

Width: 118 cm | 46.5 in
Depth: 118 cm | 46.5 in
Height: 182 cm | 71.7 in

*Due to the handmade production of blown glass, some air bubbles may appear.*
CHER
SUSPENSION LAMP

Cher Suspension Lamp features irreverent shapes. Inspired by the mid-century style, this ceiling lamp owns an exquisite selection of materials. An outstanding hand-made piece for any living space, suitable for Contract or Residential projects.

MATERIALS: Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Decorative Glass and Gold Brushed Stainless Steel. Acrylic tube with led strip MAX 20W.

Width: 143 cm | 56.3 in
Depth: 63 cm | 24.8 in
Height: 157 cm | 61.8 in
MINELLI

SUSPENSION LAMP

Minelli Suspension Lamp reflects an irreverent modern design style. It combines a premium selection of materials which makes it the ex-libris of Hommés Studio ceiling lamps collection.

The ultimate chandelier for a modern hallway or living room project.

MATERIALS: Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel, Oxidized Metal Chains; Decorative Glass Pendants.

Width: 92 cm | 36.2 in
Depth: 94 cm | 37 in
Height: 175 cm | 68.9 in

*Due to the handmade production of blown glass, some air bubbles may appear.
LEAFUS
WALL LAMP

Leafus Wall lamp is like a subtle breeze of fresh and modern design. A luxury wall lamp with an organic and elegant shape. Nature-inspired, this design lamp is perfect for a high-end interior design project.

MATERIALS: Structure in gold polished stainless steel; Green laponia marble; Leaf in polished hammered brass.
Bulb: 1 x G9 MAX 20W

Width: 20 cm | 7.9 in
Depth: 15 cm | 5.9 in
Height: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Leafus Suspension Lamp unveils a subtle breeze of fresh and modern design. This luxury suspension lamp is full of sophistication with an organic and elegant shape. Nature-inspired, this design lamp is perfect for enhancing any contemporary living area.

MATERIALS: Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Leafs in Gold Hammered Stainless Steel. Led strip.

Width: 184 cm | 72.4 in
Depth: 189 cm | 74.4 in
Height: 200 cm | 78.7 in
LUMINOUS SUSPENSION LAMP

Luminous Suspension Lamp is a classic reinterpretation turned into a modern unique floor lamp. This piece’s design revives the timeless shapes of the 30s. An accent suspension lamp with bold and elegant forms for your next high-end interior design project.

MATERIALS: Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Details in Black Stainless Steel; Globe in White Glass.

Width: 105 cm | 41,3 in
Depth: 105 cm | 41,3 in
Height: 175 cm | 68,9 in

*Due to the handmade production of blown glass, some air bubbles may appear.*
COCOON
FLOOR LAMP

The shapes of Art Deco jewels inspired cocoon Lamps. It was designed to bring elegance and character to any living area. A series of luxury lamps for a high-end interior design project.

MATERIALS:
Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel;
Amber Colored Glass;
Base in Rosso Anatolia Marble.

Width: 26 cm | 10.2 in
Depth: 30 cm | 11.8 in
Height: 195 cm | 76.8 in

*Due to the handmade production of blown glass, some air bubbles may appear.*
LUMINOUS
FLOOR LAMP

Luminous Floor Lamp is a classic reinterpretation turned into a modern unique floor lamp. This piece's design revives the timeless shapes of the 30s. An accent floor lamp with bold and elegant forms for your next high-end interior design project.

MATERIALS: Tubes in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Central tube in Leather; Base in Polished Carrara marble ; Globe in White Glass

Width: 79 cm | 31,1 in
Depth: 28,5 cm | 11,2 in
Height: 176 cm | 69,3 in

*Due to the handmade production of blown glass, some air bubbles may appear.
COCOON
WALL LAMP

The shapes of Art Deco jewels inspired cocoon Lamps. It was designed to bring elegance and character to any living area. A series of luxury lamps for a high-end interior design project.

MATERIALS:
Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel;
Amber Colored Glass;
Polished Carrara Marble and Polished Negro Marquina Marble Details.

Width: 18 cm | 7.1 in
Depth: 22 cm | 8.7 in
Height: 52 cm | 20.5 in

*Due to the handmade production of blown glass, some air bubbles may appear.*
LUMINOUS TABLE LAMP

LUMINOUS table lamp revives the timeless shapes from the ’30s, balancing bold and elegant forms. This lamp is a classic reinterpretation turned into a modern, outrageous table lamp. Explore more LUMINOUS designs.

MATERIALS: Base in polished negro marquina; Metal details in gold polished stainless steel; White glass.

Width: 24 cm | 9.4 in  
Depth: 24 cm | 9.4 in  
Height: 58 cm | 22.8 in

*Due to the handmade production of blown glass, some air bubbles may appear.*
Dyta Table Lamp was designed for the lovers of authentic, provocative design. Its structure is made of Nero Marquina marble and represents the shape of a female silhouette, holding a globe lamp with a rotating circle in a refined brass finish.

The product was inspired by the ancient Greek goddess Aphrodite, associated with love, beauty, pleasure, passion, and procreation.

**MATERIALS:** Base in polished negro marquina; Tube in gold polished stainless steel; Globe in white glass.

Width: 32 cm | 12.6 in  
Depth: 35 cm | 13.8 in  
Height: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Babar Floor Lamp is the best choice for a high-end living room project. A classic series of lamps that incorporates exquisite materials. See also the Table Lamp Design Set.

MATERIALS: Base in Gold Polished Stainless Steel, Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Black and Pink Stained; Lampshade in Fabric With Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 77 cm | 30.3 in
Depth: 50 cm | 19.7 in
Height: 164 cm | 64.6 in
BABAR

TABLE LAMPS

Babar Table Lamps set is the best choice for a high end master bedroom project. A classic table lamp that incorporates exquisite materials.

MATERIALS: Base in Gold Polished Stainless Steel, Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Black and Pink Stained; Lampshade in Fabric With Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Small:
Width: 50 cm | 19,7 in
Depth: 29 cm | 11,4 in
Height: 60 cm | 23,6 in

Medium:
Width: 50 cm | 19,7 in
Depth: 29 cm | 11,4 in
Height: 80 cm | 31,5 in
HAUTE COUTURE INTERIORS

KONGO armchair, PLUME console, BABAR table lamp, BOSSA center table
SIDEBOARDS / CABINETS / CHEST OF DRAWERS / BOOKCASES / BAR CABINETS
AL NATURAL
ENTRYWAY

Invite nature to step into your living room for a beautiful nature-inspired interior design project. Earthy palettes, combined with neutral shades and polished gold details, provide your home with a luxury and comfortable lifestyle.
LUSH mirror, COCOON wall lamps, REBUS sideboard
Rebus Sideboard is a fusion of two historical design styles: Mid Century and Art Deco.

This living room sideboard was inspired by the glamour of the 20s and the unique vibes of the 50s.
MATERIALS: Top in Smoked Glass; Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Exterior Lacquered in Black in Gloss; Interior in Bird Eye Wood Leaf; Shelves in Clear Glass; Front Doors in Marquetry.

Width: 244 cm | 96,1 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21,7 in
Height: 85 cm | 33,5 in
ART DÉCO DINING AREA

Art Deco style can bring all the glamour of the Roaring '20s to a 21st-century interior space, with bold geometric patterns and sensual detail work—a glamorous feeling provided by symmetrical silhouettes and exuberant design shapes.

The Interior collection presents elegant hints of earthy tones combined with a neutral fresh pallet.
BABAR
SIDEBOARD

Babar Sideboard was inspired by the Memphis Style.

A trendy sideboard promises to add sophistication to any modern interior design project.
**MATERIALS:** Top in polished red negrais marble; Body lacquered in beige in matt and details lacquered in black in gloss and gold polished stainless steel; Legs in gold polished stainless steel, polished negro marquina marble and polished red negrais marble; Handles in black lacquer with gold polished stainless steel; Interiors lacquered in black in gloss.

**Dimensions:**
- Width: 180 cm | 70.9 in
- Depth: 56 cm | 22.0 in
- Height: 87 cm | 34.3 in
NILO mirror, ELEPHANT sideboard, PINA chair.
ELEPHANT
CABINET

Elephant Sideboard design was inspired by the Memphis style. A luxury sideboard that offers a modern-chic vibe to any living room project. It combines daring shapes with a selection of the finest materials, which makes it a unique piece.

MATERIALS: Top in Blue Lavrador Granite;
Body in Black Leather and Front in Black Lacquer in Matt;
Handles in Blue Lavrador Granite;
Legs Lacquered in Gloss;
Interiors Lacquered in Black.

Width: 130 cm | 51,2 in
Depth: 54 cm | 21,3 in
Height: 110 cm | 43,3 in
Rosalia Sideboard is an outstanding modern style design. The sideboard combines harmonious shapes and materials with an elegant theatrical shape to store your favorite items and be part of your high-end design project.
MATERIALS: 1. Wood structure; Body in Zebra Wood leaf Marquetry in gloss; Legs in polished Brass; Interior in white Bird eye wood Leaf in gloss.
2. Wood Structure; Body chromium lacquered in gloss; Legs in polished brass; Interior in white bird eye wood leaf in gloss.

Width: 220 cm | 86.6 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Height: 82 cm | 32.3 in
TROYA C ABINET

Troya Cabinet is the perfect piece for a modern living area.

Due to its modularity and imponent shape, this luxury display cabinet is a must-have on a high-end interior design project.

MATERIALS: Base in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Body in Silver Leaf With Green Fores Translucent Color; Front in Marinace Granite; Handles in Leather; Interior in White Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss.

Set of 3 - 2 Small & 1 Large:
- Width: 166 cm | 65.4 in
- Depth: 53 cm | 20.9 in
- Height: 200 cm | 78.7 in

Large Cabinet:
- Width: 58 cm | 22.8 in
- Depth: 53 cm | 20.9 in
- Height: 200 cm | 78.7 in

Small Cabinet (Left or Right Version):
- Width: 54 cm | 21.3 in
- Depth: 53 cm | 20.9 in
- Height: 187 cm | 73.6 in
ROMA
CABINET

Roma Cabinet is an exclusive furniture piece inspired by the Memphis Style. This luxury cupboard is a must-have for any design lover that wants to make its house a living design experience.

MATERIALS: Structure Black Lacquered in Gloss; Front with Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Leg Tubes in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Interior Black Lacquered in Gloss and Aged Mirror, Shelf in Clear Glass.

Width: 132 cm | 52.0 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Height: 170 cm | 66.9 in
ROSALIA
CABINET

Rosalia Cabinet is an outstanding modern style design. This bar cabinet combines harmonious shapes and materials. An elegant theatrical shape to store your favourite drinks and be part of your high-end design project.

MATERIALS: 1. Wood Structure; Body in Zebra Wood Leaf Marquetry in Gloss; Legs in polished Brass; Interior in White Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss; Shelf in White Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss.

2. Wood Structure; Body Chromium Lacquered in Gloss; Legs in Polished Brass; Interior in White Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss; Shelf in White Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss.

Width: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Height: 180 cm | 70.9 in
The Matrioska Chest of Drawers is a visual wonder — from its exquisite workmanship to its bold impact. The exceptional design of this piece allows it to become a centerpiece in any space it occupies.

MATERIALS: Base in Black Nickell; Tray in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Five Sections of the Cabinet With Grey Bird Eye Wood Leaf in Gloss, Two in White Bird White Wood Leaf in Gloss, Four Sections in White Bird White Wood Leaf in Gloss; Handles in Gold Polished Stainless Steel and Black Lacquer in Gloss.

Width: 160 cm | 63,0 in
Depth: 51 cm | 20,1 in
Height: 121,5 cm | 47,8 in
MALALA
CHEST OF DRAWERS

The beautiful Malala Chest of Drawers chooses to be different — it’s a unique piece. Let this 10-drawer chest transform your room space with its practical storage space and its exquisite finish.

MATERIALS: Front doors in blue bird eye stained wood leaf; Handles and legs with decorative camouflage wood leaf and polished brass details; Interior in white bird eye wood leaf in gloss.

Width: 144 cm | 56.7 in
Depth: 53 cm | 20.9 in
Height: 120 cm | 47.2 in
**GUFFY BOOKSHELF**

Guffy Bookshelf is a statement piece. A display case that combines influences from Bauhaus and Memphis movement.

A polished brass multi-level bookcase with a mysterious vibe for any luxury office interior design project.

**MATERIALS:** Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Shelves Upholstered in Leather and With Leather Fringes.

**Large:**
- Width: 83 cm | 32.7 in
- Depth: 46 cm | 18.1 in
- Height: 110 cm | 43.3 in

**Small:**
- Width: 160 cm | 63.0 in
- Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
- Height: 200 cm | 78.7 in
ÓLAFUR
BOOKSHELF

Create a contemporary reading corner with the mesmerizing Olafur Bookshelf. Ideal for the divine display of your prized possessions and beloved books, this stunning shelf works well in spaces of sleek contemporary chic.

MATERIALS: Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel;
Shelves in Clear Glass;
Base Wood Marquetry.

Width: 165 cm | 65.0 in
Depth: 40 cm | 15.7 in
Height: 172 cm | 67.7 in
“Innovation is often the ability to reach into the past and bring back what is good.”

_SISTER PARISH_
BEDS
NIGHTSTANDS
DRESSING TABLES
JANNU
BED

Jannu Bed owns a singular form projected by creative minds and sculpted by expertise hands. The perfect piece to add an extra touch to a master bedroom project.

MATERIALS: Interior Structure in Wood; Upholstered in Velvet; Headboard in Walnut Wood Leaf in Gloss.

Width: 315 cm | 124,0 in
Depth: 215 cm | 84,6 in
Height: 130 cm | 51,2 in

*ALL BEDS AND HEADBOARDS’ DIMENSIONS ARE MADE BY MEASURE.*
JANNU
NIGHTSTAND

Jannu Bedside Table has a refined and discreet design, an ideal piece for an elegant bedroom. A bedside table with a slightly curved shape perfect for any contemporary master suite.

MATERIALS: Top in Walnut Wood Leaf in Gloss; Bottom Upholstered in Velvet; Leg in Gold Polished Brass.

Width: 55 cm | 21.7 in
Depth: 54 cm | 21.3 in
Height: 55 cm | 21.7 in
JANNU bed, KIMURA bedside table, MAX armchair, NARCISSUS mirror, LUNARYS sofa, EROS stool, KENYA center table, 3 MARIAS side table, MANU stool, PIANO rug.
Demiz Bed is a modern vibe statement piece. It’s the perfect bed to be used on a high-end boutique hotel project or on a private bedroom full of personality and charisma.

**MATERIALS:** Interior Structure in Wood; Upholstered in Velvet; Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

- Width: 262 cm | 103.1 in
- Depth: 230 cm | 90.6 in
- Height: 104 cm | 40.9 in

*ALL BEDS AND HEADBOARDS’ DIMENSIONS ARE MADE BY MEASURE. MATTRESS AND BED LINEN NOT INCLUDED.*
KARA
BED

Kara Bed is a “modest luxury” styled piece – a precursor to minimalism – stripped away any superfluous decoration in search of simplicity. The best choice for a minimalist luxury master bedroom design project.


Width: 275 cm | 108,3 in
Depth: 230 cm | 90,6 in
Height: 110 cm | 43,3 in

*ALL BEDS AND HEADBOARDS' DIMENSIONS ARE MADE BY MEASURE.
MATTRESS AND BED LINEN NOT INCLUDED
KARA
NIGHSTAND

Kara bedside table is a charming piece in a rounded silhouette with striking accents. A modern side table perfect for a luxury living area or a trendy nightstand in the master bedroom.

MATERIALS: Top and leg in gold polished Brass; Detail in polished green Laponia marble.

Width: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 58 cm | 22.8 in
ISÍS
BED

Isis Bed is an inspiring and indulgent design. This luxury bed merges futuristic flair with contemporary chic vibes. The perfect piece for a modern architectural residential project.

MATERIALS: Interior structure in wood; Upholstered in velvet; Metal details in gold polished stainless steel; Table tops in cherry wood leaf in gloss.

Width: 340 cm | 133,9 in
Depth: 230 cm | 90,6 in
Height: 114 cm | 44,9 in

*ALL BEDS AND HEADBOARDS’ DIMENSIONS ARE MADE BY MEASURE. MATTRESS AND BED LINEN NOT INCLUDED*
Kimura Bedside Table is a must-have in any modern bedroom project. Boasting beautifully rounded corners and a simplistic scheme perfect for an array of spaces, it offers stunning details and an incomparable air of elegance.

**MATERIALS:**
Body in Lacquered in Gloss;
Exterior in Silver Leaf With Translucent Finishing.
Interior Lacquered in Gloss.

**Dimensions:**
Width: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Depth: 45 cm | 17.7 in
Height: 47 cm | 18.5 in
CLAIRE
DRESSING TABLE

Claire Dressing Table embraced an Art Deco vibe with curvy and opulent shapes. This eye-catching piece owns the promise of enriching any master bedroom design project.

MATERIALS: Top in Leather and Walnut Wood Leaf in Gloss; Metal Details in Gold Stainless Steel; Clear Mirror; Interior Drawers in Walnut Wood Leaf in Gloss; Legs upholstered in leather; Interior of the Legs and Shelves Lacquered in Gloss.

Width: 155 cm | 61,0 in
Depth: 55 cm | 21,7 in
Height: 143 cm | 56,3 in
MALALA
DRESSING TABLE

Malala Dressing Table fuses elements of surrealism vibes with a modern luxury style. The luxury desk is the ultimate edition for director offices of sophisticated chic.

MATERIALS: Body lacquered in gloss; Legs and handles in polished brass and zebra wood leaf in gloss; Interiors lacquered in gloss.

Width: 157 cm | 61.8 in
Depth: 60 cm | 23.6 in
Height: 93 cm | 36.6 in
ZADINE MIRROR

Zadine Mirror is a stylish shaped mirror to add a contemporary and luxury feeling to your home. This statement full-length floor mirror is ideal for those who want to boost any space’s design with a gorgeous style.

Intended to design collectors, Zadine promises to impress when guests look around.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; Lacquered Wood; Colored Mirror; Rim In Gold Polished Stainless Steel;

Width: 160 cm | 63 in
Depth: 5 cm | 2 in
Height: 200 cm | 78.7 in
EVEREST
MIRROR

Everest Wall Mirror is a timeless round mirror that will add sophistication to any living area. A modern wall mirror made for design lovers. Behind its sophisticated look, there’s a beautiful story. It was inspired by the earth’s highest mountain above sea level, Mount Everest.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; Arc in Brushed Brass With Patina Finishes; Hammered Brass With Nickel Finish

Width: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Depth: 8 cm | 3.1 in
Height: 120 cm | 47.2 in
TITAN MIRROR

Titan Wall Mirror is a spontaneous and sophisticated mirror design for walls, that is also a great wall decor piece. Inspired by the solar system, Titan is the largest moon of Saturn. Titan Mirror reflects a style of mixed elements and innovation.

Spontaneous and sophisticated, this mirror represents a multifunctional design vision.

MATERIALS: Clear mirror; Arc in brushed black stainless steel; Three spheres in gold leaf; Four spheres in polished estremoz marble, one with incorporated light.

Width: 124 cm | 48.8 in
Depth: 29 cm | 11.4 in
Height: 120 cm | 47.2 in
MARTINEZ MIRROR

Martinez Wall Mirror is a trendy chic mirror with a modern style to decorate your living room design project. This statement full-length floor mirror is ideal for those who want to boost any room division with a gorgeous and statement identity.

Intended to design collectors, Martinez promises to impress when guests look around.

MATERIALS: Clear mirror; Lacquered Wood; Colored Hammered Glass; Rim in gold polished stainless steel;

Width: 118 cm | 46.5 in  
Depth: 5 cm | 2 in  
Height: 200 cm | 78.7 in
Flakt Wall Mirror features a quirky design. It’s a large round mirror and a modern wall decor piece at the same time that unlatches and folds to reveal pleated concertina folds.

Its name means hand fan in Swedish and it is a reinterpretation of the ancient object in the form of a mirror.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; Arcs in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Folding Panel in Leather.

Width: 121 cm | 47,6 in
Depth: 12 cm | 4,7 in
Height: 120 cm | 47,2 in
LUSH MIRROR

Lush Mirror is an Art Deco mirror, perfect for a luxury entrance hall design. It carries us to another dimension through its exuberant shapes.

The primary function of a mirror is to prolong identity by its reflection, whether our own or from the surrounding space.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; 
Rims in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; 
Polished Red Levanto Marble on Top and Bottom Sections.

Width: 120 cm | 47,2 in
Depth: 8 cm | 3,1 in
Height: 108 cm | 42,5 in
Palm Decorative Mirror features a functional and cultural value, and it is perfect for a luxury room wall decor. Reflects a robust graphic character and is inspired by the raw and timeless textures of the tribes’ decorations, jewels, and artistic elements. This oval mirror is made of stainless steel in the structure with gold-finished and vibrant colored fiber. An outstanding decorative wall mirror.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Details in Natural Colored Fiber.
MORITZ

MIRROR

Moritz is a luxury wall mirror inspired by the raw and time-less textures of the tribes’ decorations, jewels, and artistic elements. This decorative mirror is made of lacquered wood in the structure and ornamented with vibrant colored fiber. Moritz’s mirror reflects identity and character to any contemporary wall decor.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; Structure in Wood and Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Details in Natural Colored Fiber.

Width: 95 cm | 37.4 in
Depth: 5 cm | 2.0 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
NILO MIRROR

Nilo wall mirror features a stylish shape, a functional and decorative mirror that can help to brighten up a dark hallway or corner.
A modern mirror with a vintage look, inspired by an art deco vibe, is ideal for elevating any room decoration.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; Gold and Bronze Aluminium Details; Structure in Black Nickel.

Width: 84 cm | 33.1 in
Depth: 4 cm | 1.6 in
Height: 125 cm | 49.2 in
**IBIZA MIRROR**

Ibiza is an eye-catching wall mirror perfect for a modern design decor. The hanging mirror is inspired by the raw and timeless textures of the tribes’ decorations, jewels, and artistic elements.

This decorative round mirror is made of lacquered wood in the structure and ornamented with natural fiber. A stylish mirror that can be used in the dining room, bathroom, or in the reading corner.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; Lacquered Wood in Gloss; Details in Natural Fiber.

Width: 95 cm | 37.4 in
Depth: 10 cm | 3.9 in
Height: 95 cm | 37.4 in
NARCISSUS
FLOOR MIRROR

Narcissus Floor Mirror is a large standing mirror that will brighten up just about any room.

According to Greek mythology, Narcissus loved everything that was beautiful. One time, while leaning upon the water, he saw himself in the bloom of youth and fell in love with his reflection.

MATERIALS: Clear Mirror; Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Folding Panel in Leather.

Width: 66 cm | 26,0 in
Depth: 35 cm | 13,8 in
Height: 180 cm | 70,9 in
Manu Folding Screen is a modern project must-have piece. Instantly transform your space with this statement screen: a designer room divider crafted with traditional details.
MATERIALS: Structure in Gold Polished Stainless Steel; Leather Details.

Width: 197 cm | 77.6 in
Depth: 37 cm | 14.6 in
Height: 180 cm | 70.9 in
MONK
FOLDING SCREEN

Monk Folding Screen presents itself as an Art Déco revival. The modular design holds two lamps suspended on the top, which makes it the perfect piece to include on a reading corner design project.

Multiple unique fabrics are available upon request.

MATERIALS: Structure in Black bird Eye wood leaf in gloss; Panels upholstered; Base and metal details in gold polished stainless steel.

Width: 152 cm | 59.8 in
Depth: 49 cm | 19.3 in
Height: 215 cm | 84.6 in
ZEBRA  
FOLDING SCREEN

Boasting a melodic and luxury flair in the gentle curves and warm sand tones, the Zebra Folding Screen is perfect for sectioning-up a palatial space or adding a different mood and texture.

MATERIALS: Structure in Black Lacquered Stainless Steel in Gloss; Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 184 cm | 72,4 in  
Depth: 3 cm | 1,2 in  
Height: 190 cm | 74,8 in
REBUS
FOLDING SCREEN

Rebus Folding Screen is the perfect choice for a room divider. Rotative screens that allow multiple combinations, in between the glass mirrored panels and the patterned upholstered panels, as your preference demands. This Folding Screen is the encounter between aesthetics and functionality, honoring an expertise handmade manufacture process.

MATERIALS: Structure in Walnut Root Wood Leaf in Gloss; Rotative Panels Upholstered in One Side and With Mirror on Other Side; Base and Metal Details in Gold Polished Stainless Steel.

Width: 150 cm | 59,1 in
Depth: 23 cm | 9,1 in
Height: 200 cm | 78,7 in
/ SIDE TABLES
/ FIRE PITS
/ SEATING
OUTDOOR NIGHTS

KALAM fire pit is the extra touch that your outdoor project needs. Invite your friends and enjoy exciting nights of fire until dawn as if it were summer. Made of corten steel with a rusty effect look, the summer nights last now as a forever feeling!
Harveycanne Side Table is a statement outdoor table, that duals as a bold parasol base. Perfect for the lovers of hot summer days, this luxury outdoor side table combines beauty with functionality.

Width: 51 cm | 20,1 in
Depth: 51 cm | 20,1 in
Height: 52 cm | 20,5 in
KALAM
FIRE PIT

Kalam Fire Pit is a freestanding fire pit, that will fit perfectly in a modern outdoor design project. It brings identity to any space, in a bold attempt to stand out from standardized outdoor models.

MATERIALS: Rusty Effect Corten Steel;
Width: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Depth: 160 cm | 63.0 in
Height: 42 cm | 16.5 in
Volaris Swing Bed is a luxury swing bed, part of our outdoor furniture line. A re-interpretation that involved a mix of inspirations, this elegant swing bed will make a big difference in any garden by its hulky look in the wooden hull, similar to a boat.

MATERIALS: Fiber Glass Structure; outdoor varnish in structure; Outdoor certified synthetic leather;

Width: 190 cm | 74.8 in
Depth: 85 cm | 33.5 in
Height: 55 cm | 21.7 in
JELLY FISH

POUF

Jelly Fish Poufs were designed for outdoor use. They are the perfect items to relax by the pool and can be placed next to a center table. These bold poufs can also be used indoors, in any room. Featuring outstanding shapes, these pieces were inspired by the very trendy Memphis Style.
MATERIALS: Upholstered in Leather.

**Small**
Width: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Depth: 80 cm | 31.5 in
Height: 36 cm | 14.2 in

**Large**
Width: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Depth: 120 cm | 47.2 in
Height: 40 cm | 15.7 in
IN HOMMÉS WE BELIEVE THAT A HOUSE MUST EXPRESS THE OWNER’S SOUL, AS CLOTHES EXPRESS THE PERSONALITY OF THE PERSON WHO DRESSES THEM. WITH THE CLEAR INTENTION OF INTRODUCING A NOUVEAU HAUTE COUTURE INTERIORS CONCEPT, PRESENTING SPACES WITH BOLD AND UNIQUE IDENTITIES.